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CHAIRMAN'S GRANTS AWARDED BETWEEN JULY 20, and OCTOBER 2, 1974

EDUCATION DIVISION

ES-22077-75-9  Children's TV Workshop (Fouser)
$17,500  (8/1/74 - 10/31/74)
"Feasibility Study of a Bicentennial In-School Project"

ES-21960-75-24  Rutgers University (Ceraso)
$10,000  (9/1/74 - 8/31/75)
"Evaluation of the Program in Teaching Logic"

PUBLIC PROGRAMS

PD-22035-75-7  Association for the Study of Afro-American Life and History (Picott)
$16,972  (7/15/74 - 12/31/74)
"National Conference on Involvement & Participation of Blacks in the Nation's Heritage and How That Heritage Affects the Present & Future"

PM-22108-75-32  Walters Art Gallery (Randall)
$14,450  (9/1/74 - 8/31/75)
"Interpretive Exhibition of Armenian Manuscripts"

SD-22112-75-35  Utah Endowment for the Humanities and Public Policy (Leavitt)
$15,000  (8/1/74 - 3/31/75)
"Design of State-Based Humanities Program"

PN-22129-75-43  Public Broadcasting Service (Childs)
$14,500  (9/19/74 - 10/31/74)
"Support of the National Television Broadcast of the Ceremony Marking the 200th Anniversary of the Continental Congress"
OFFICE OF PLANNING AND ANALYSIS

AO-22078-75-10 Smithsonian Institution (Sefekar)
$6,621 (8/1/74 - 1/31/75)
"Special Lecture Series to be Held During the Inaugural Exhibition of the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden"

CHAIRMAN'S OFFICE

CH-22132-75-45 200th Anniversary of the Continental Congress
$1,000 (9/23/74 - 9/30/74)
"For Speakers Expenses"
CHAIRMAN'S GRANTS AWARDED BETWEEN MAY 1, AND JULY 19, 1974

OFFICE OF PLANNING AND ANALYSIS

AI-20359-74-358 Miss Janet L. Cuney
$2,000 (6/1/74-7/31/74)
"Primitive Technology in West Africa"

PUBLIC PROGRAMS

PM-21485-74-404 American Association for State and Local History, (Alderson).
$10,000 (5/1/74-12/31/74)
"To Conserve research materials of the Greene County Historical Society and the Central State University Library which suffered damage in the recent Ohio tornado".

State-Based Program Design Grants:

SD-21340-74-375 THE ARKANSAS HUMANITIES PROGRAM (Woolard)
$15,000 (3/1/74-11/30/74)

$17,500 (2/1/74-11/30/74)

SD-21715-74-456 CALIFORNIA COUNCIL FOR THE HUMANITIES IN PUBLIC POLICY, (McInnes).
$17,500 (5/1/74-12/31/74)
CHAIRMAN'S GRANTS AWARDED BETWEEN FEBRUARY 20, and APRIL 30, 1974

OFFICE OF PLANNING AND ANALYSIS:

AO-20860-74-353 American Musicological Society, Inc. (LaRue)
$17,500 (3/1/74-5/31/74)
"A Mozart Festival-Conference"

RESEARCH GRANTS DIVISION:

RM-21108-74-351 Yale University (Winks)
$3,515 (1/1/74-6/30/74)
"Bicentennial International Conference Planning Committee"

EDUCATION PROGRAM DIVISION:

EH-20841-74-263 University of California, San Diego (Kraut)
$1,000 (2/27/74-6/8/74)
"The Ascent of Man"

EH-20839-74-264 University of California, San Diego (Orr)
$2,000 (4/2/74-6/7/74)
"Liberty, Property and Contemporary Social Problems"

EH-20840-74-313 University of Chicago (Cohen)
$16,836 (3/1/74-8/31/74)
"Workshop in Dance History"

PUBLIC PROGRAM DIVISION

SR-21027-74-335 D.C. Bicentennial Commission (Gibson)
$10,000 (3/15/74-6/15/74)
"Great Issues in the American Experience: A Community Dialogue"
CHAIRMAN'S GRANTS AWARDED BETWEEN OCTOBER 20, and FEBRUARY 19, 1974

OFFICE OF PLANNING AND ANALYSIS:

AO-10757-74-88 SPEECH COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION (Keele)

$6,880 (10/15/73-1/31/74)

BICENTENNIAL YOUTH DEBATES PROJECT

Planning grant for a committee to develop an operational grant designed to reach high school and college age youth for participation in a program of Bicentennial Youth Debates. The program goals are to encourage study of the nation's history and apply historical antecedents to 1976 and the future, to encourage the engagement in the dialectical process as a means of examining basic tenets of the society, and to provide a means by which secondary participants can become aware of the nation's history and the function of dialectic.

RESEARCH GRANTS DIVISION:

RO-10662-74-225 INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE UNIVERSITY EMERGENCY, INC. (Seabury)

$10,000 (10/1/73-5/31/74)

INVESTIGATION OF THE ACADEMIC CRISIS IN THE UNIVERSITIES

A study examining recent university changes in Europe, Asia and the United States with the aim of exploring the international dimension to the worldwide crisis in academic standards. Political interference in the universities' traditional freedom will be assessed, and will include the analysis and recommendations of leading scholars as to possible problem solutions.

RS-20829-74-242 SOUTHWESTERN CENTER FOR URBAN RESEARCH (Hyman)

$10,376 (1/1/74-2/28/74)

HOUSTON METROPOLITAN ARCHIVES CENTER

The first major project for the "State and Local History" program involves the ordering and preserving of municipal records. This preliminary support is essential to hold key project personnel and to permit preliminary inventories and consultation with archivists, urban historians, and systems design personnel to continue.
EDUCATION PROGRAM DIVISION:

EN-20699-74-163 YALE UNIVERSITY (Mack)

$7,655 (10/1/73-1/31/74)

NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON THE HUMANITIES

A planning grant in support of costs involved in drawing up a proposal for creation of a National Institute on the Humanities. The Endowment invited Yale to submit a proposal for the first institute, which would have a central function to aid college and university teachers and scholars in their pursuit of interdisciplinary studies, and particularly in the dissemination of courses and programs throughout the nation's institutions.

PUBLIC PROGRAM DIVISION:

THREE DESIGN GRANTS FOR THE STATE-BASED PROGRAM:

/SD-10756-74-114 VIRGINIA FOUNDATION FOR THE HUMANITIES AND PUBLIC POLICY (Shannon) $10,000 (10/1/73-5/31/74)

/SD-20743-74-186 MARYLAND COMMITTEE FOR THE HUMANITIES AND PUBLIC POLICY (Castagna) $15,000 (1/1/74-6/30/74)

/SD-20763-74-198 ALABAMA COMMITTEE FOR THE HUMANITIES AND PUBLIC POLICY (Fowler) $15,000 (1/1/74-6/30/74)